Turkey, gravy and trimmings are calling! In a continued effort to help students achieve their personal and academic goals, our spring re-enrollment initiative launches this month. Before a well-deserved break, review our Re-Enrollment Trail and learn more about the Not Re-Enrolling Indicator. Also, take a look at November’s Hub Office Hour and check out our RSH spotlight video.

**HIT THE TRAILS**

The Spring 2024 Re-Enrollment Initiative kicks off on **Monday, November 20**!

Complete the Re-Enrollment Trail to review this 6-part initiative featuring Stop-out Analytics, Not Re-Enrolling Indicator, Re-Enrollment Case Record and much more.

**How can you help?** If a student’s plans have changed and they no longer intend to enroll for the spring, use the Not Re-Enrolling Indicator to remove them from the Stop-out Report and record the reason they are not re-enrolling to help inform future retention efforts.

**LEARN MORE**
TIPS AND TRICKS

Don't forget about our Hub Office Hour!

Drop in and see us Thursday, November 16 from 1-2 p.m. CST via Zoom. All questions and requests are welcome. For a complete list of training opportunities, check out our Training & Support website.

Need some tips & tricks for your students? Visit the RSH YouTube channel for a list of quick how-to videos - made by students, for students!

SPOTLIGHT

Check out our latest video: Intentional Success with Raider Success Hub. Special thanks to all who contributed and made this possible.

QUESTIONS OR SUGGESTIONS?

Have an idea or questions? Submit all requests here help.success@ttu.edu.